
SSS Indoor H2H Guidance

Enteries

All entries are to go through Azolve using the provided entry link. It is up to clubs whether they wish 
to enter all participating members from their club in one group entry, or if 3 person teams will 
organise their own entry. Club committees should communicate this clearly to their club members.

Team Rules

- 3 archers per team
- Teams must be made up of at least 2 student clubs
- Maximum of 1 compound per team

- A senior or novice compound can be entered in one team but not both
- No more than 1 C Class archer or above per team

- This applies to recurves and compounds, please check your indoor class level prior to forming 
a team

Indoor Classification

Classification only applies to Recurve and Compound archers, and can be found in AGB Shooting 
Administration procedures: https://www.archerygb.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/
Proc0203ShootingAdminProceduresOct2016-21395.pdf

Results from the current SSS year as well as results shot in external competitions can be used to 
calculate classification, the three highest scores of each archer should be used.

Qualification Round

All archers will shoot a half Portsmouth Qualification round, the scores from all 3 team members 
will be added to seed teams for the head to head rounds. This will be shot in one or two sessions 
depending on number of entries.

H2H Round

The H2H will take the form of single-elimination “knockout” rounds, with teams organised according 
to seed. H2H rounds will be shot on 60cm Portsmouth target faces, until the final matches which 
will be shot on hit/miss faces.

Second Chance

Teams eliminated in the first H2H round will have the opportunity to continue on in “second chance”  
matches. The second chance rounds will not proceed to finals.

Prizes

Along with various sweet prizes, SSS certificates will also be awarded to the teams in Gold, Silver, 
and Bronze positions.
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